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Workshop Agenda – Two streams

• Techniques for proposal writing

• Your ecosystem for grant development

Techniques for proposal writing

• Proposal Prep: Before You Consider 
Funding

• Proposal Sections

• Writing for Sales vs Scholarship

• Format and Language

Ecosystem for grant development

• Finding funding opportunities

• Setting your timeline

• Developing a Budget

• Asking for support through the process
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Proposals start with your concept

• Idea
‒Problem or Project idea

• Background
‒Literature review
or
‒Context for the work

• Significance
• Aims/Objectives

Elevator pitch!
30 seconds, 80 – 90 words, 8 – 10 sentences
Be economical and enthusiastic
Be conversational, avoid jargon
Using bullet point format may help you sound more natural

For each project:
1. What’s the question you are trying to answer?
2. Give a vivid example of the problem, use verbs, try a metaphor  -

you are going for connection with and empathy from your listener. 
This is the hook. 

3. Who cares about this question / problem?  How are you 
connected to them?

4. What will change when you do the work? What impact will your 
work have?

5.What do you want from your listener?

Elevator pitch exercise

• Write
• Share
• Share feed back

• 5 minutes for both! Be efficient!
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Share your elevator pitch with…

• Peers
• Chair
• Your Foundation Relations team
• Uncle Bob on a tractor
• Staff
• Who else?

Turning a problem into a project

• Get interested in a problem
• Review the relevant literature
• Identify gaps in knowledge to address the 

problem
• Form a plan/hypothesis to gain the 

knowledge
• Determine what needs to be done to gain 

that knowledge
• Write a grant proposal
• Carry out the project

Turning a creative concept into a 
project
• Have an idea
• Understand the context for the idea
• Identify the audience
• Form a plan to carry out the idea
• Identify a potential venue/sponsor
• Write a grant proposal
• Carry out the project
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How does this look from the funder’s 
perspective and your perspective?

• Why does anyone give a grant?

Why do you want a grant?

Most grant proposals 
have a lot in common
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The review criteria are also almost 
identical
1. What is the potential for the proposed activity to: 

a) Advance knowledge and understanding within its own field or 
across different fields (Intellectual Merit); and 

b) Benefit society or advance desired societal outcomes (Broader 
Impacts)? 

2. To what extent do the proposed activities suggest and explore 
creative, original, or potentially transformative concepts? 

3. Is the plan for carrying out the proposed activities well-reasoned, 
well-organized, and based on a sound rationale?  Does the plan 
incorporate a mechanism to assess success? 

4. How well qualified is the individual, team, or organization to 
conduct the proposed activities? 

5. Are there adequate resources available to the PI (either at the home 
organization or through collaborations) to carry out the proposed 
activities? 
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The review criteria are also almost 
identical
1. What is the potential for the proposed activity to: 

a) Advance knowledge and understanding within its own field or 
across different fields (Intellectual Merit); and 

b) Benefit society or advance desired societal outcomes (Broader 
Impacts)? 

2. To what extent do the proposed activities suggest and explore 
creative, original, or potentially transformative concepts? 

3. Is the plan for carrying out the proposed activities well-reasoned, 
well-organized, and based on a sound rationale?  Does the plan 
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organization or through collaborations) to carry out the proposed 
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Significance
Innovation
Approach
Investigator
Environment

NEH Review Criteria

• Significance
• Approach
• Investigator
• Dissemination
• Environment

Clarity of expression comes up in 
several of the program criteria
• PICTURE HERE
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NEH Collaborative Grant Review 
Criteria
• Significance
• Work Plan
• Collaborators
• Publication Goals
• Completion

Always look for the evaluation criteria

What are the biggest mistakes in 
proposal writing?
• Ignoring the review criteria
• Writing for yourself and not for the reviewer
• Not having a clear core idea
• Not having a clear project plan
• Not clearly describing the context

‒ Preliminary data / preparatory work
‒ Team and environment
‒ Current situation

• Previous literature
• Audience/sponsor/venue

• Having a budget that makes no sense

Before you look for funding
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Think through details

• Project plan

• Evaluation

• Personnel

• Dissemination/Replication

Your project will lead you to funding 
opportunities

• Your prep work will give you key 
words for funding opportunity 
searches

• Availability of funding should not drive 
the work

Reality check—ask your stakeholders

• Is my project really needed?
• Is my project novel?
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Reality check—ask yourself

• Am I (my institution) capable of 
meeting funding requirements?

• Does my institution support the 
project?

• Is my project feasible given the 
resources I have – time, personnel?

Where you end up may not be 
where you started
• You will find new 

areas of 
significance

• New questions that 
haven’t been 
answered

• These will help you 
identify funders

Does your idea fit a funding 
opportunity?
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Who will fund me?

• Why do funders give?

‒They want to get something done

‒You are the proxy to achieve their 
objectives

• They will tell you why they give

How do I find them?

• Funding citations
• Funding opportunity search engines 

‒Grant Forward
‒Foundation Directory On-line

• Grants.gov
• State grants
• Google

https://research.usu.edu/rd/grantforward
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Look for the “must” and “should” 
language
• “Proposed IATDH projects should consider 

not only the practical applications of the
institute topic, but also address ethical 
implications of its subject for humanities 
research, teaching, or public programming.”

• “Institutes must be hosted in the United 
States or its jurisdictions and must provide 
facilities for scholarship and collegial 
interaction.”
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What does “encourage” mean? 

• “NEH encourages applicants to develop 
proposals for multidisciplinary teams of 
collaborators that will offer the necessary 
range of intellectual, technical, and practical 
expertise.”

The “lowest bar” of grantsmanship 
is to follow the instructions

When you think you have the right 
funding opportunity, what next?
• Talk with the program officer
• Send a Letter of Interest (LOI)
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Letters of Inquiry 
• Why this?

• Why me?

• Why you?

• Why now?

• Introduction

• Reason for Writing

• What you want to do

• What the impact will be on things  
the funder cares about

Order may be different
Directly address the funder and their interests

Program officers are human

• They may or may not get back to you
• You still have to try

Foundation websites hold a wealth 
of information
• Poke Around!
• Read the mission statement!!

‒“We achieve this mission by…”
• Find funding opportunities
• Look at previous awardees
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Matching your idea to the funder is 
key

• This is 
grantwriting
101!

• First you do 
your homework

Bev Browning’s 
book Grant 
Writing for 
Dummies is very 
good, targeted at 
the non-academic 
market.

Why do all this homework?

• To build credibility
• To tailor proposal arguments

Don’t waste your time on a proposal 
that doesn’t fit
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Planning a good proposal is the 
same as planning a good project
• Core idea
• Relationship to other work

‒Your own
‒Others

• Methods
• Activities
• Outputs/outcomes
• Budget, justification, narrative

Shore and Carfora

First Peoples’ Cultural Council 
Artist Grant Proposal Writing Handbook

“Stress can 
kill the 

excitement 
and creative 
process that 

lies at the 
heart of 

planning a 
successful 
project.”

Real Grant Writing Timeline
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Timelines or work plans save you 
stress
• Working with a timetable will help you 

keep up your passion for the project
• It will take longer than you think
• Feedback along this process is 

essential!

Know what you need from the 
institution
• Who provides your authorized 

signature?
• Who can guarantee the grant terms?
• Build in time to talk with institutional 

‒Corporate and Foundation Relations
‒Sponsored Programs Administration

You can’t win the lottery if you don’t 
buy a ticket
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End of Day 1
Homework: 
1. Revise your elevator pitch
2. Refine your shareholder list to:

1. create keywords to find potential funders
2. Identify potential partners
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